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Summary

In this lecture, we present selected aspects of nuclear fusion. The importance
of the initial geometry of the reaction and its relation to fusion barrier are first
discussed. The effect of deformation leading to the notion of barrier distribu-
tion is then illustrated. After a brief overview of the advantages of macroscopic
theories, the dynamics of nuclear system under large amplitude motion is re-
viewed. The di-nuclear concept is presented to understand the competition
between fusion and quasi-fission. This concept is then generalized to account
for the dissipative dynamics in multidimensional collective space. The last part
of this lecture is devoted to new aspects encountered with radioactive beams :
specific properties of very extended neutron rich system, influence of pygmy or
soft dipole resonances and charge exchange far from stability are discussed.

Résumé

Dans ce cours, les différents aspects des réactions de fusion sont présentés
en soulignant les avantages des approches macroscopiques. L'importance des
voies d'entrées et en particulier de la géométrie de la réaction sur la barrière de
fusion est tout d'abord discutée. A travers l'exemple des noyaux déformés, la
notion de distribution de barrières sera introduite. Après cette revue rapide,
la dynamique des systèmes nucléaires soumis à de fortes déformations est dis-
cutée. Le concept de système di-nucléaire est présenté afin de tenir compte de
la compétition entre fusion et quasi-fission. Nous verrons comment ce concept
peut être généralisé en considérant le_s effets dissipatifs dans un espace collectif
multidimensionnel. La dernière partie de ce cour est consacrée aux nouveaux
phénomènes rencontrés avec les faisceaux radioactifs : les propriétés partic-
ulières des noyaux très riches en neutrons, les résonances géantes pigmees, les
effets d'échange de charges sont discutés.

Lecture notes presented at the "International Joliot-Curie School of Nuclear Physics",
Maubuisson, FRANCE, 8-14 Sep. 2002.
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INTRODUCTION
In this lecture, different aspects related to fusion are discussed. The general scenario of fusion reaction is presented

in figure 1. The nuclear dynamics is generally separated into two steps. In the first instant of the reaction, the physics
is governed by dynamical effects leading to the formation of a compound nuclear state while in the second step the
system is supposed to have completely lost the memory of the entrance channel and statistical assumption can be
used for its decay. Such an assumption is generally known as "Bohr independence hypothesis" [1]. In this lecture, we
concentrate on the first stage of the reaction which, strictly speaking, corresponds to the terminology "fusion".

As seen in figure 1, fusion reactions are characterized by a diversity of phenomena which occurs after the compound
nucleus formation starting from the survival of a single nucleus to the complete vaporization of the system (for a
general introduction see réf. [2]). Prom the experimental side, only the results of the whole process is measurable.
However, it is essential to understand the initial phase of the reaction to be able to deal with this diversity. Such
an understanding is nowadays far from being complete. For instance, the dynamics of nuclear mesoscopic system
under strong correlation and the conversion of relative energy into internal excitation, the dynamical exploration of
the nuclear phase-space and the possibility to use statistical assumption are among very general question in physics
which are largely debated in nuclear physics. One of the goal of nuclear models for collisions is to reconstruct the
history of the reaction between the initial colliding nuclei and the observed configurations in the exit channel. Among
the models specifically devoted to this subject, macroscopic theories have played a key role on the development of
the ideas and concepts as well as on the qualitative and quantitative understanding of nuclear fusion data. In the
following sections, we will present the different facets of nuclear fusion reactions focusing on their macroscopic aspects.

The basic notions and notations of nuclear fusion are first recalled using the simple two-body collision picture. In
that case, the importance of geometric effects like nuclear size and deformation are illustrated. The limitation of this
picture are then indicated and macroscopic models for large amplitude nuclear dynamics are introduced as well as
the notion of dissipation. We then apply these concepts to fusion reactions involving radioactive beams.

Quasi-elastic
Entrance channel

Quasi-fission
Transfer

Spectator/participant
fragmentation

Excitation energy

PIG. 1. Illustration of the diversity of mechanisms where fusion is involved. In the top of the figure, other competing
phenomena than compound nucleus formation are shown. In the bottom part, depending on the excitation energy deposited
in the compound nuclear system, fusion-evaporation, fission, multifragmentation or complete vaporization of the system after
the decay may be observed [2].



I. INTRODUCTION TO FUSION REACTION

Direct reactions
elastic scattering

\ Compound nucleus
\ Deep inelastic

J

Inelastic
7 Mass transfer

x

FIG. 2. Illustration of the initial dynamics towards compound nucleus formation for Heavy-Ion collisions (adapted from
[3]). The different scenari from elastic to deep-inelastic reactions are presented, b is the impact parameter. The dashed circle
indicates the grazing impact parameter which separates the elastic from the inelastic reactions.

In figure 2, the different scenario of nuclear collisions are depicted starting from inelastic to deep inelastic collisions
like the fusion process. Collisions are usually classified according to the impact parameter 6 and beam energy EB ,
while after its formation, the compound nucleus (C.N.) is characterized by its excitation energy E* and translational
and rotational energies. The entrance channel and the C.N. properties might be linked using conservation law. like
mass, impulsion or energy conservation. For instance, assuming that a single excited nucleus is formed :

>(A,Z) (i)
where P and T corresponds respectively to the target and projectile, the corresponding energy conservation gives

E* = Ec.m. +

where we have introduced the center of mass energy Ec.m. — A +A ^B an(^ *^e standard Q- value

Qvalue = M (AP, ZP) + M (AT, ZT) - M (A, Z)

(2)

(3)

with M (Ai, Zi), the energy of a nucleus of mass Ai and charge Zt.
In a more general context, one is faced with different competing phenomena and a more complete description of

the nuclear dynamics is required. A large number of nuclear models are dedicated to nuclear collisions and they aim
at reconstruct the history of the system during the reaction. The development of such models requires a priori to
treat the collisions of two self-organized quantum systems in strong interaction. Let us first neglect some aspects of
the nuclear problem and start with a simplified two-body approach.

A. Two-body collisions

In this section, quantities and basic equations that will be used in the following sections are defined. Let us assume
two partners of mass TUT and mp that collide with a beam energy Eg- If these particles interact through a two-body
potential V (r) that depends only on their relative distance r = \TT — rp|, it is convenient to separate the center of
mass motion from the relative distance evolution. Noting M = rrvr + mp, we have

R-c.m. = (mrfT + mprp) /M ,^
Pc.m. = PP + PT

respectively for the center of mass positions and momentum. The relative distance position and impulsion read:

r =
p = (mrpp — mppr) /M

The total energy then split into the translational and relative energy :

(5)



EB = f + -E + V (r) = + Ec.m. (6)v '

Noting /j, = mTmp/M the reduced mass, the center of mass energy express as Ec,m. = p2/2fj, + V(r).
In addition to Ec.m., the entrance channel is also classified according to the centrality of the reaction using the

angular momentum L of the reaction. Considering initial condition with a given impact parameter b, the initial
angular momentum reads |L| = L = b^/2/j,Ee -We thus have :

where p is the relative impulsion along the reaction axis. Expressions above are given in the classical framework, in
the case of low-energy reactions one should use the quantum analogue of equation (7):

^<->
Note that, both for classical or quantum treatment, the centrality of the reaction is either described by the impact
parameter 6 or I. In the latter case, a convenient definition of I is Lj ~ h (l + |) = b\/2/j,Eg, where the \ factor has
been added to match the quantum rotational energy in lowest order in I. The application of quantum or classical
theory depends on the value of the local De Broglie wavelength compared to the typical scale of the considered
problem:

B. Interaction potential, fusion barrier and fusion probability

The two-body collision picture is often used for the collision of nuclei and the nucleus-nucleus potential depends only
on the relative distance between the center of mass of the two nuclei. This situation is schematically represented in
figure 3. The potential in that case separates into the long-range coulomb repulsion and short range nuclear attraction
V (r) = Vnuc (r) + e zTZp . At large distance, the nuclei interact only through the coulomb field. At smaller distance,
the nuclear field counterbalance the coulomb repulsion and one expect a local maximum in V (r), the so-called fusion
barrier. This barrier is often regarded as an inverted parabola characterized by its position RB, height VB and width

(fujJB]2 = —~ ( 8 ̂ .^ ) (see n§ure 3). We see for instance that at the barrier position, the De Broglie wavelength

(equation (9)) reads

1/2 (10)v ;

When the center of mass energy is above the fusion barrier, A is expected to be much smaller than the characteristic
length of the problem [3,4] and the classical treatment of the relative motion will be possible while at energies close
to or below the fusion barrier, one should treat the quantum aspects and in particular the sub-barrier fusion through
quantum tunneling. In practice, this problem are treated using coupled-channel methods [5], however, one can already
access some properties of fusion using simplified expressions of the fusion probability based on WKB approximation
For instance, the Hill- Wheeler formula gives the transmission probability TI for a given I and energy Ec.m. = E

Tl (jB) = 1 + exp (27T [VB + tfl (I + 1) /2^R2
B - E] /hu>B

The total fusion cross section expresses as OF (EB) — -%i Y^i (^ + 1)^1 (E). This expression has been integrated by
Wong in the semi-classical limit of continuous I values and leads finally to the so called Wong formula [6]

In (1 + exp (27T (E - VB] /fiwB)) (12)



Coulomb

Relative distance

FIG. 3. Illustration of the potential felt by the two partners of the collisions during the approaching phase as a function of
the relative distance between their center of mass. The quantities RB , VB and HUB are indicated and represent respectively
the position, height and width of the barrier. On the left side, we also report the energy balance between the excitation energy
E", Qvatue and the initial center of mass energy Ec.m.-

These different expressions, which reduce the problem of nuclear fusion to the knowledge of the local properties
of the fusion barrier are extensively used to study the fusion properties and helps considerably to understand the
different ingredients relevant for the creation of compound nuclear states. In the following section, the properties of
the fusion cross-section for different target projectile combinations are presented.

C. Systematic behavior of fusion barrier .

Numerous fusion reactions have been studied experimentally. Systematic behavior of the fusion probability and
empirical values or R&, VB and ftWB have been reported in réf. [7]. The behavior of the barrier properties is illustrated
in figure (4) where the barrier position RB and the quantity VB/e^Z^Zp have been displayed as a function of

( Aj. + Ap j . The smooth evolution emphasizes the importance of the nuclear size of the two partners. Indeed, due
to the strong short range properties of the nuclear force and to the sharp surface of the nuclei, the quantity RB is
expected to be proportional to the sum of the radius of the projectile and the target augmented by the range of the
nuclear force. This is illustrated in top of figure 4, where a linear fit of RB as a function of ( AT

A following parametrization of RB is found :

+ Ap \ is shown.

1/2
- 3.37 fm. (13)

In this expression, we have introduced the target and projectile root mean-square radius (rms) calculated in the sharp

radius approximation of spherical nuclei (r2) = 1/3/5 (1.2 x A1/3). The factor 3.37 corresponds approximately
to the nuclear interaction range added to the surface thickness of the two partners. In addition, due to the sharp
decrease of the potential, we also expect that the barrier height VB follows the coulomb potential. The following
parametrization appears to be convenient :

e2ZTZP

RB + 0.79
MeV (14)



whose result is shown as solid line in the bottom part of figure 4. Although more elaborated parametrization have
been proposed [7], equation (13) and (14) already gives very good estimates of the position and height through the
whole systematic.

5 6 7 8 9 10

(AT
1/3+AP

1/a)

FIG. 4. Systematic dependence of the fusion barrier position (top) and height (bottom) as a function of

Each point corresponds to a given target and projectile combination taken from the systematic of réf. [7]. In this figure, the fit
of the position and height is also shown (respectively given by equation (13) and (13)).

D. Discussion of macroscopic theories

Besides the quantitative aspects, the behavior discussed in previous section illustrate a physical problem in which
macroscopic aspects are directly related to the experimental observations. Indeed, while the nuclear dynamics may
involved complex reorganization of internal degrees of freedom, we have made the assumption that most of the
information of the entrance channel could be described by the dynamics of the relative distance of two nuclear
spheres. This hypothesis has made possible to understand some general trend of fusion.

More generally, the aim of macroscopic theories is to describe the smooth properties of a physical system in terms
of few " important" degrees of freedom while microscopic effects will be responsible for fluctuations around the mean
properties. The notion of a hierarchy in the degrees of freedom with respect to a given problem is certainly one of
the most fundamental aspect of macroscopic models. In the case of nuclear dynamics, degrees of freedom will be
classified according to their relevance with respect to the considered problem. One generally distinguishes two classes
of degrees of freedom :

» Those which are believed to significantly change the dynamics when they are modified, are called "collective
degrees of freedom", since they refer to observables describing the average properties of a "collection" of
nucléons. In the previous section, the selected important degrees of freedom were the relative distance of
the two nuclei and their nuclear radii. More generally, macroscopic theories select few degrees of freedom
(?i) • • • i Çn) associated to the shape of the system through the nuclear density p (q\, . . . , qn). The dynamics will
be reduced to the knowledge of the time evolution of (ci (t) , . . . , qn (£)) and the associated conjugate variables
(pi (t) ,.. . ,pn (t)). The main advantage of macroscopic theories is to provide a rather transparent way to obtain
the potential energy landscape associated with these variables. Different choices of important variables as well
as their associated potentials are given in the following sections and a brief description of the approximations
and methods used in macroscopic theories is given in appendix A.



s The rest of the degrees of freedom which are expected to less affect the observation on the considered process
are called "single-particle degrees of freedom". As we will see, it is often necessary to introduce in an
effective manner the action of the surrounding bath of single particle degrees of freedom on the collective space
to properly describe the dynamics.

II. MACROSCOPIC MODELS FOR REACTIONS

Let us start with very general considerations on nuclear collision models and the difficulties encountered with the
notion of interaction potential. Following appendix A, we can suppose that we are able to follow the time-dependent
many-body Schrôdinger equation. The state of the system is described by the many-body wave function |\& (t)) at a
given time. The natural generalization of equation (3) consist in defining the potential at a given time using :

V* (t) = (H (0) - = (H (t)) - M (AT, ZT) - M (AP, ZP) (15)

where H is the many-body Hamiltonian and (H (t)} = {$ (t) \H\ * (t)) while (H (£))«> corresponds to the expectation
value at infinite distance. The difficulty met in microscopic theories is that the potential part of the energy does
not separate from the possible internal excitation or from the kinetic part in the collective space. The interaction
potential V (t) thus differs from V* (t) and cannot be accessed directly. This difficulty can only be removed in two
limiting approximations :

* the sudden or frozen density approximation : in the sudden approximation, it is supposed that the
collision is sufficiently fast so that the internal degrees of freedom do not have time to "reorganize" themselves.
In that case, the concept of di-nuclear system persists even in the limit of overlapping target and projectile
densities. It thus neglects the Pauli principle as well as the saturation properties. The sudden limit is expected
to be valid for high energy collision.

• the adiabatic approximation : the adiabatic limit assumes in an opposite way that internal degrees of
freedom reorganize much faster than the collective degrees of freedom. In that case, the notion of two separate
densities looses its meaning and one should treat instead a single entity that undergoes a transition from large
deformation towards a compact shape.

The interaction potential obtained either from microscopic or macroscopic theories generally uses one of the two
approximations. One should however keep in mind that once the target and projectile comes into contact, it is normally
not possible to distinguish nucléons of the projectile from nucléons of the target, at least due to the fermionic nature
of nucléons. It is however reasonable to assume that a memory of the entrance channel is kept during some times and
that we can still at least during the time of the neck formation distinguish a target like or a projectile like nucleus.
The "true" interaction potential will thus be in-between the two limiting case.

In the following section, we will illustrate how the smooth aspects of fusion barrier presented in figure 4 could be
understood using first the sudden approximation in macroscopic theories.

A. Sudden approximation, doubly folded potential and proximity energy

FIG. 5. Illustration of the sharp radius approximation and the different parameters used for the proximity energy calculation.



In appendix A, we give a guideline of the approximation necessary to introduce macroscopic models starting from
many-body equations. In order to derive the nuclear potential in macroscopic theories, one should first consider the
semi-classical version of (15):

f d s r £ ( p ( t ) ) - fa?re(PT)- f d3re(pP)
J ij J

(16)

where £ (p (t)) is the energy functional which depends on the one-body density p (t) and on the effective nucléon-
nucléon interaction. In the sudden limit, the single-particle degrees of freedom are frozen. The total density at
time t writes in terms of the density of the target PT and of projectile pp in their ground state as : p (x, t] =
PT (x — TT (t)} + pp (x — rp (t)) where r^ (t) and rp (t) are respectively the target and projectile center of mass.
Reporting this expression in equation (16), we end with the doubly folded potential for V (r)

= f d3xd3ypT (rT (t) -x)v(\x- y \ ) pP (y - rP (t))
J

(17)

where the interaction v may contain any effective force functional in addition to the coulomb energy. This expression
has often served as the starting point of macroscopic approaches where a specific parametrization of the shape PT and
pp is assumed in the context of the " leptodermous" approximation (i.e. where the surface thickness or diffusivity is
much smaller than the nuclear radius).
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FIG. 6. Exemple of the potential obtained using the proximity energy functional for the reaction 16O +20SPb. Top : total
energy (coulomb+nuclear), bottom: only the nuclear part is displayed.

The proximity potential is one of the cases where the relevant observable is reduced to the minimal geometric
information on the two nuclei in interaction (i.e. their nuclear radius only). The expression (17) can be integrated in
the case of spherical leptodermous systems, leading to a simple expression for the potential [8,9] (see illustration 5):

V (r\ -vprox\i ) — (18)

where CT and Cp are the half density radii of the two nuclei. In this expression, the function $ (£) is a function that
measures the interaction energy between two parrallel surfaces separated by a distance £ = r — CT — Cp. An example



of interaction potential obtained within the proximity approximation is represented in figure 6 using the proximity
potential of réf. [10]. In this work, an improved expression of $ (£) is given in order to reproduce the experimental
systematics of réf. [7].

This example illustrates how the physical observation of the smooth behavior of fusion barrier described in figure
4 may be introduced in a more general context by selecting relevant degrees of freedom. We see for instance that the
nuclear size is of interest and that the simple assumption of spherical shapes with a sharp radius can account for the
gross features of fusion barrier. It is indeed possible to reproduce the barrier properties with a mean deviation less
than 4%. However it is clear that the reduction of the information to its minimal form neglects some possible effects
like deformation in the entrance channel.

B. Effect of deformation on entrance channels : introduction to the notion of barrier distribution

The assumption presented above is a poor approximation for deformed nuclei. One may introduce deformation in
the entrance channel by adding parameters describing the shape of the nuclei. A usual way to include deformation is
to develop the nuclear surface in the basis of spherical harmonics. Assuming that the nucleus has at least one axis of
symmetry, we have

(19)

where the /?, are the multipole coefficients associated to a given shape. Using a leptodermous approximation, we
have p(r) = p$Q (r — R(9,(p)). Such additional collective coordinates allow to consider a more complete phase-space
description of nuclear shape. They also are expected to affect the probability of fusion. For instance, the fusion
barrier position and height may be parametrized in the case of a sharp surface and small quadrupole deformation for
the target as RB (8) = RB + RT^2^2,0 (8,0) [11] where 9 is the angle between the axis of symmetry and the beam
axis.

4

2

°p

0 10 20 30 40

FIG. 7. Deviation of the fusion barrier height as a function of the angle between the beam axis and the main orientation
axes of the deformed nucleus for different /?2 values.

The quantitative effect of static deformation on fusion barrier is illustrated in figure 7. The deviation of VB (9} from
the non-deformed case obtained using RB (9) in the expression (14) is shown as a function-of relative orientation of
the two-partners. In particular, deformation modifies the fusion height.

Figure 8, gives an example where deformation has been included. In addition to the relative distance between nuclei
one should also treat the relative orientation and possible reorientation of the two nuclei during the approaching phase.
Since additional degrees of freedom are introduced, the potential itself depends also on the new parameters, and it
becomes multidimensional. This means that the fusion barrier in terms of the relative distance is not unique anymore
and one has to use the notion of barrier distribution which depends on the relative orientations as well as on the
deformation itself. With the deformation, we have seen a fundamental concept concerning the notion of fusion barrier
and the collective space selected to describe it. The fusion barrier definition depends on the collective variable selected
in the theory. The example of deformation is not unique and as soon as other collective degrees of freedom start to
be important, the fluctuation of the barrier induced by such degrees of freedom has to be considered. For instance,
recent generalization of the proximity potential energy has been proposed in order to include the possible formation

10



of a neck [12]. Another example will be given in the last chapter of this lecture concerning exotic nuclei with the
neutron-proton polarization.

12 !S 14 15
Relative Distance (ftfi)

FIG. 8. Illustration of the approaching phase of two deformed nuclei. On the left side, we also show the different potential
associated to the different orientations. Figures are taken from [13].

1. Barrier distribution : introduction and observation.

FIG. 9. Top : exemple of the influence of deformation of the fusion cross-section. Bottom : This effect is depicted also in
the second derivative of the cross section as a function of the normalized energy.

When systems are deformed, the single barrier expression given by expression (12) cannot be used anymore. In this
case, the experimental observation is expected to result from the average over all possible orientations in the entrance
channel :

,,r/2

a F (E) = I O-F (E, 0) sin odd
Jo

(20)

In order to access to the properties of the fusion barrier, one generally takes advantage of the fact that fusion cross
sections are rather sharply peaked around the fusion barrier energy. It has been proposed in réf. [14] that the barrier
properties obtained from high résolution measurement may be uncovered by using the second derivative of Eap • Top
of figure 9 shows the influence of the orientation averaging when the Wong formula using VB (0} is used in expression
(20). In bottom part the associated second derivative is also displayed. This figure shows that deformation affects the

11



fusion probability essentially when the center of mass energy is close to the barrier height. As a result, a broadening
of the second derivative directly proportional to the deformation is observed. Indeed, when a single barrier VB exists,
we expect that d? (Eap) /dE2 exhibits a single peak centered at VB- In the classical approximation (h —> 0), we

have -^rd ^E^ = $ (& ~VB)- When one of the nucleus is deformed in its ground state, the shape of the second
derivative is directly related to the dependence of the fusion barrier on the relative orientation. Using the classical
limit again, we have [11]:

<L2(EaF)
dVB

(21)
E=VB

More generally, the influence of additional degrees of freedom induce the existence of a barrier distribution which can
be studied at energies close to the fusion barrier by analysing structures in the distribution of ~y—^ • Such

B

structures have been extensively studied experimentally (see figure 10 taken from [11]). The interpretation of such
structures requires the use of sophisticated models in multidimensional collective space including both deformation
effects and quantum tunneling. A further complication arises from the possible influence of excited states during the
phase of approach.

55 65 05
Energy (MeV)

105

FIG. 10. Experimental evidence of barrier distribution observed for different reactions (taken from réf. [11]). The points
correspond to experimental data while the line are the results of theoretical calculations including deformation as well as
coupling to collective states. This figure illustrates the large variety of structure observed for different target and projectile
combinations.

C. From a quasi-static picture to dynamics

In previous sections, we have introduced the notion of fusion barrier and more generally of a barrier distribution
starting from the sudden approximation. In this case, we assumed a quasi-static picture for both nuclei. This means

12



that the target and the projectile remained in their ground state in their respective intrinsic frame at least before
passing the fusion barrier. This can be formally written as |* (x,t)) = J^5 (x — TT (*))) <8> I'^'p8 (x - rP (t))) where
V (i)) is the total wave function in the center of mass frame and]^^5} denotes the ground state wave function in

their respective intrinsic frame.
Prom an experimental point of view, it has been observed that structures in the fusion barrier may also be observed

in non-deformed nuclei. These structures are generally interpreted as the influence of internal excitation of both
target and projectile. Then, the sudden limit cannot be applied anymore and one should treat explicitly the mixing
of the ground state and of excited states during the phase of approach leading to a more general development

where ^T/P(t)) is the complete target (resp. projectile) state in

the intrinsic frame and ^jyp) denotes the ensemble of excited states. In order to account for excited states, one

should explicitly calculate the evolution of the mixing coefficient ca(t) during the collision. This is generally done by
selecting few excited states (channels) using the coupled-channel formalism [5]. In particular, the coherent vibrational
excitations are known to influence the barrier cross-section. The description of models able to account for both
deformation and vibrations is out of the scope of the present lecture (a discussion of such model can be found in réf.
[15]).

Projectile

?2

Vl

FIG. 11. The possibility to explore different shapes might be regarded as the dynamics of one of the partners in a local
potential landscape (the deformation degrees of freedom are noted here (tft .cz))- In the presented case, the target explores
dynamically the surrounding potential modifying the relative distance motion.

With the possible influence of vibrational states, we have seen the limitation of the sudden approximation and the
necessity to introduce internal excitations. Prom a more general point of view, this means that the nuclei (target and
projectile) explore dynamically the local potential landscape described in terms of the deformation parameters. This
effect, depicted in figure 11, gives rise to a coupling between the relative motion and the internal degrees of freedom. At
low energy, due to the discrete quantum nature of these intrinsic states, microscopic theories are generally preferred,
macroscopic aspects being only used for the coupling form factor [15]. As we will see in the following, when the energy
involved increases and competing phenomena to fusion appear, the number of channels to take into account increases
considerably. In this case, macroscopic theories provides a guide to understand the nuclear dynamics.

III. THE PATH TO FUSION : GENERAL SCENARIO

In the previous chapter, we presented a simplified scenario leading to the formation of a compound nuclear state.
In particular, it was explicitly assumed that once the system has passed the fusion barrier at not too high angular
momentum and internal excitation, a single nucleus is indeed formed. This simple approximation was very helpful to
introduce the concept associated to fusion. However, two additional physical processes shown in figure 1 requires a
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modification of the scenario leading to fusion. One should first keep in mind that nuclear system under collisions are
open systems, particles and photons may be emitted during the collision. In addition, once the system has passed the
fusion barrier, other competing phenomena may exist like quasi-fission.

•s® ®> Re-separation

Relative distance

FIG. 12. Illustration of the potential encountered by the di-nuclear system as a function of the relative distance. In this
figure, we illustrate the competiting phenomena : Compound-Nucleus formation versus Quasi-fission. In contrast to standard
fission, the quasi-fission is a re-separation of the two-nuclei after having passed the fusion barrier, without the formation of a
compound-nucleus.

A. Probabilistic approach to fusion

In this section, we discuss how the simple concept introduced previously have to be adapted in order to account
for the observed pre-equilibrium or quasi-fission processes. The simple starting point of the preceding chapter is not
valid anymore and one should introduce statistical aspects.

1, Formation probability

The first stage of the reaction consist now in the creation of a compound nuclear state of mass AC.N. and charge
ZC.N. from the initial target and projectile nuclei,

(AP, (AT, .ff., ZC.N.) + xpr (22)

where xpre represents possible pre-equilibrium emission of photons, or nuclei. The corresponding conservation of
energy reads now

— Ec.m. + Qvalue — (23)

While in the previous chapter, the compound nucleus was expected to be formed with a single excitation energy and
mass/charge. Due to preequilibrium effects, we now have a distribution of mass, charge and energy of the compound
nucleus. In order to consider this point, it is convenient to introduce the formation probability at a given excitation
energy Pf£'£'' °'"' (E*)- The associated probability to form a nucleus with a given mass and center of mass energy
reads:

f
P Ac.N.*Zc.N. / rp ^ / D /z? \ rjAc.N

form (&c.m.}= I ^pre (&pre) ^form
"' ° ^ ~ Qvalue ~ (24)
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For simplicity, we will use Pform^0'"' = Pform in tne following. When in addition to the energy in the center of mass,
the entrance channel is classified according to its centrality, the Compound Nucleus (C.N.) formation probability is
written as Pform (l,E*).

During the formation process, once the di-nuclear system has passed the fusion barrier, it enters the capture region
(see figure 12) and explores the local potential landscape and eventually may separate without forming a C.N. This
effect leads sometimes to an additional splitting of the formation probability into the capture or contact probability
Pc and the C.N. formation probability PC.N.-, the latter being the probability to go toward the mononucleus phase
assuming that the two nuclei have passed the fusion barrier.

Pform (I, E*) = Pc (I, E*) x PC.N. (I, E*) (25)

Strictly speaking, the fusion process corresponds to the creation of a compound nuclear state and the fusion
probability exactly match the formation probability. However, the terminology " fusion cross-section" is often retained
only for the "Fusion-evaporation" case where the composite nucleus is detected.

2. Survival probability

As mentioned in the introduction, the formation process is expected to be decoupled from the decay of the compound
nuclear state. The desexcitation of the excited nucleus gives rise to a variety of decays (figure 1). This variety leads
finally to the observation of one or more fragments accompanied by post-equilibrium particles of 7 emission. In
analogy with the first step, we write :

(AC.N.,ZC.N.) -> ]T (A^ Zi] + xpost (26)
i

The number of fragments defines the decay channel starting from one-fragment (fusion-evaporation), two (fission)
or several (multifragmentation). Finally, the probability to observe a composite system after the desexcitation,
characterizes the capacity of the compound nuclear state to resist against internal excitation and angular momentum.
A measure of this capacity is given by the survival probability PSUrv which is nothing but the probability to decay
into other competing channels.

3. Fusion cross section

The finally observed fusion cross-section results in the combination of the two steps described above :

0F (EB) = ~Y,(2l + V Pform (I, Ec.m.) Psurv (I, E') (27)
K I

where we have introduced fc2 = 2/j,Ec.m. / h? . Inserting the expression of Pform (I, Ec.m.} in this equation leads finally
to the following expression :

x.Pc(l,E*) Capture (28]

xPCN(l,E*) C.N. formation l ;

xPsurv(l,E*}dE* Survival

where ( A f i n , Z f i n ) are the residue mass and charge of the reaction which may differ from (A,Z) due to pre- and
post-equilibrium emission. Note that, we can recover the previous simple picture by assuming that preequilibrium is
négligeable and by identifying the capture probability with the fusion probability.

In this section, we have introduced the concepts commonly used for the understanding of fusion reactions. Experi-
mentally, the intermediate stage consisting in a compound nuclear state could not be accessed and only the result of
the different decay processes can be observed. However, with the quest towards nuclear systems under extreme condi-
tions (of mass, charge, deformation or temperature) it has become more and more evident that a deep understanding
of each different effect as well as their interconnection is necessary. In this lecture, we concentrate on the first step
which leads to the formation of a compound nuclear state. This stage of the reaction is essential for the desexcitation
since it determines the accessible phase-space in terms of angular momentum and internal excitation. In particular,
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the description of the first instant of the reaction should answer the two fundamental question (depicted in figure 13) :
How should be generalized the simplified approach of previous chapter to treat large amplitude collective motion and
describe both the di- and rnono-nuclear phase? How is the initial kinetic energy transfered into internal excitation
energy during the reaction?

M(AP,Zp)+M(Ar,Zr

FIG. 13. Illustration of the two important problem to solve for a comprehensive understanding of the compound nucleus
formation. Left : one should first generalized the previous picture (figure 11) by introducing a set of relevant collective which are
able to treat large amplitude deformation and describes both the di- and mononuclear phase. Right : following the dynamical
path in collective space, one should be able to understand how the initial kinetic energy is transfered to internal (thermal)
excitation during the formation. The latter problem requires a proper understanding of the reorganisation of nucleonic degrees
of freedom during the collision.

B. Onset of quasi-fission and transfer

When there is no quasi-fission, the formation probability identifies with the fusion cross-section. This is the case
for a large variety of reactions leading to the formation of rather "light" nuclei. For heavier systems, the quasi-fission
process is known to compete strongly with the compound nucleus formation and the complete description (formula
(25)) should be used. From the theoretical point of view, the understanding of the dynamics after the contact point is
certainly one of the most challenging and complex problem effusion. In that case, one as to deal with non-equilibrated
systems undergoing large deformations.

In previous section, we have seen that the sudden approximation is very helpful to study the fusion barrier. One
can consider the frozen density for a closer distance between the nuclei. Due to the incompressibility of the nuclear
forces, the nuclear potential increases sharply when the overlap between the two density increases (see equation (17)).
An example of such increase is given in figure 8. According to this picture, even at rather large distance between the
two nuclei, their relative velocity should go down to zero and all the initial energy is converted into potential energy.
Then, the dinuclear concept can still be used and the composite system can be compared as two spheres interconnected
through a small surface. Within this approximation, one can still end with a composite nucleus considering that the
nuclei can exchange particles. In that case, the driving force which induces the exchange can be obtained using the
energy balance of the two nuclei compared to the compound state. For instance, the potential felt by the target is
given by :

U(ZT,AT) (RC]~M(Z,A] (29)

where the semi-empirical formula (B3) or more complex expressions may be used. In this expression, the mutual
coulomb potential Vcoui IS the coulomb energy of the two spheres separated by the distance Rc. The dynamics
after the contact point is now described by the mass and charge asymmetry degrees of freedom, noted respectively
TJA = AT-^AP ancj TJZ = Zf-Zp ^ jn addition ^o t^e relative motion. The charge is generally believed to be one of the
fastest equilibrated degrees of freedom and is usually not considered. The potential obtained for different reactions
leading to the formation of medium, heavy or super-heavy elements is illustrated in figure 14 as a function of TJA.
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FIG. 14. Top: schematic representation of the initial di-nuclear and final mono-nuclear configuration. Bottom : Illustration
of the potential encountered by the target leading to gain or loss of particles in different reactions as a function of the mass
asymmetry and using formula 29 associated to semi-empirical energy formula B2 (adapted from [3]). The picture is presented

for charges along the stability line with Z = 0.5 (l — 0.006A2/3 J . The horizontal line indicates an initial condition TJA = 0.5.

This figure illustrates the onset of quasi-fission when the mass of the compound nucleus increases. Indeed, for small
systems, the potential shape indicates that once the fusion barrier is passed, the target (or equivalently projectile)
is driven towards the formation of the compound nucleus (77,4 = — 1 or r\A = 1) through the absorption of the other
via nucléon transfer [16]. In the opposite, for large masses a transition of the potential shape is observed, which in
addition to the local minima associated to a single nucleus exhibits an additional minimum that corresponds to the
break-up into two pieces of nearly equal sizes (J\A — 0). This means, that in contrast to light and medium nuclei, not
only the fusion but also the quasi-fission channels might be populated even if the nucleus has passed the barrier. The
onset of quasi-fission is estimated around Z2/A = 120 (~ Z = 50) [4]. In realistic applications, in order to account
for both fusion and quasi-fission, a multidimensional analysis in collective space should be considered. An example,
in the case of two-dimension, leading to the formation of the Z = 114 superheavy element is shown in figure 15.

280

FIG. 15. Exemple of application of the di-nuclear concept in the two dimensional (r, AT) space, taken from [13]. The different
steps : a) capture, b) fusion, c) and d) quasi-fission are illustrated.
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C. Shape parameterization for large amplitude collective motion

Although the di-nuclear model with two spheres is a very useful tool for the qualitative and quantitative under-
standing of the quasi-fission process, the dynamical path towards fusion in terms of deformation appears rather limited
and one may worry about the possible exploration of very exotics shapes. A natural way to extend this description
is to introduce parameterization of the total density p(gi, • • . , c«), taken as general as possible to develop neck, defor-
mation, elongated as well as compact shapes (numerous parametrizations exist (see ref [17]). An example of shape
parametrization often used in macroscopic models is given in figure 16. In the nuclear dynamics, the relevant degrees
of freedom identifies with the parameters (gi, . . . , qn] which determine the accessible phase-space for the nuclear shape.

A = 0.3

FIG. 16. Exemple of shape parametrisation used to account for the possible neck formation during the reaction (adapted
from [18]). The arrow in the (p, A) plane indicates the limited accessed phase-space dynamics when the simple dinuclear model
of two spherical nucleus is used. The new phase-space associated to the collective space (p, A, A) is appropriate for considering
possible neck formation.

Once the collective phase-space is chosen, the collective Hamiltonian can be constructed

IL. + y (g q \ (30)

where ( p i , . . . ,pn) are the conjugate coordinate to ( q ± , . . . , qn] ,m denotes generically the adiabatic mass tensor asso-
ciated to the collective degrees of freedom and U (gi , . . . , qn) is the potential felt by the system in the collective space.
Assuming a given force, the total potential landscape can be obtained using the same procedure as for the static case
(appendix A) by calculating the energy of the system for different values of the parameters. An example of potential
landscape for the shape described in figure 16 is given in figure 17.

After the selection of the relevant collective phase-space, it is expected that fusion is accurately described by
the knowledge of the evolution of (qi (t),... ,qn (t)). If the possible influence of surrounding non-collective degrees of
freedom is neglected, the dynamics is either described by the Schrôdinger equation (quantum case) or by the Hamilton
equation (classical case) associated to HCOU- In the latter case, the standard equation of motion write :

(31)

Such a deterministic picture is not sufficient to understand the formation of a compound nucleus at finite excitation.
Indeed, equation (31) implies the conservation of the total energy in the collective space. However, although the
selected quantities are those which are expected to contain the relevant information on the dynamics, other degrees
of freedom should be considered. At least, two phenomena are known to change the energy available in the collective
space :

» Coupling of collective and single-particle degrees of freedom : the collective coordinates interact with
the environment of other degrees of freedom. As we will see, this coupling has important effect, since it is
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expected to induce the transfer of collective energy into internal excitation energy which will drive the system
towards thermal equilibrium. As a counterpart, the energy loss is associated to dissipative phenomena in the
collective space.

« Pre-equilibrium effect : besides the coupling to internal degrees of freedom, the system is also expected to
be coupled to the continuum. This coupling is for instance responsible for pre-equilibrium emission and the
associated loss of energy Epre.

While a large number of theoretical work exists on equilibrated system, only little is known on the modélisation of
non-equilibrated systems. The pre-equilibrium emissions are rarely accounted for in macroscopic theories although it
is observed experimentally.
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FIG. 17. Exemple of a potential landscape and classical dynamics associated to the shape parametrisation of figure 16 (taken
from [18]). The two trajectories corresponds to two initial center of mass energy. In the case Ec.m. = 132 MeV, the energy is
too small to pass the fusion barrier while for Ec,m, = 134 MeV the nuclei have reached the capture region.

D. From deterministic to dissipative dynamics : Coupling collective -with non-collective degrees of freedom

In this section, we present a brief overview of nuclear dissipation in the collective space. We concentrate on the
classical case, but similar ideas could be developped in quantum mechanics [19]. More extensive discussion on the
origin of dissipation may be found in review papers [4,20,21].

Let us start from the general Hamiltonian where we have separated the part associated to the collective space HCOII
from the rest of the internal environment Hint. We note (x\,... ,xm) the non collective degrees of freedom. The total
Hamiltonian "H reads

i,..., xm) = Hi i, ..., xm) + C (<?lt ...,qn, (32)

where C represents the coupling between the collective and non-collective space. A situation where collective and
internal degrees of freedom are coupled through an Hamiltonian like (32) has already been introduced in this lecture
in section II C. It was then necessary to introduce coherent internal excitation and its coupling to the relative distance
coordinate to account for dynamical effects during the phase of approach. Due to the small number of degrees of
freedom involved in that case, the coupling is generally treated by means of the coupled channel formalism. When
few degrees of freedom {xi} are involved, one could also follow the exact Hamilton equation associated to "H :

(33)
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which should be completed by the canonical variables dqi/dt — dH/dpi = ^ and dxijdt = dH/dyi = ^-. If
the coupling is négligeable, the two sub-space evolve independently and the collective dynamics of equation (31) is
recovered: this is the zero order approximation for the dynamics. However, in general, the collective dynamics have
to be corrected due to the effect of the environment. When the number of non-collective degrees of freedom involved
increases, which is expected when the energy deposited in the system also increases, the complete equation (33) cannot
be solved exactly and one usually use approximations for the coupling. When the coupling is assumed to be linear
between the collective and non-collective coordinates, we obtain, after projection of (33) onto the collective space :

, ...,«„)- f&(t- t') (Li (t1) + W (t)
Jt

(34)

where F represents the force that derives from the potential HCOU- The second term represents the effect of the
coupling between the two sub-space and take the form of a friction term which is non-local in time. If we suppose
that internal degrees of freedom are thermally equilibrated on a time scale much faster than the collective degrees of
freedom, we obtain a stochastic Langevin equation :

where 7 is the friction coefficient proportional to the heat bath temperature T and w (t) is a stochastic variable linked
to 7 (t) by means of the fluctuation/dissipation theorem. Such a stochastic approximation has the great advantage
to avoid the explicit treatment of internal degrees of freedom. It also accounts for the energy loss in the collective
space through the friction kernel. Part of the energy is then converted into thermal excitation. Stochastic methods
are largely used in macroscopic theories [21]. In the following, the physical origin of the coupling are detailled.

E. Some physical origin of dissipation: resistance against deformation and charge exchange

During the evolution, two effects are known to largely participate to the conversion of available energy into internal
excitation. The first one arises due to the reorganization of internal degrees of freedom when its shape evolves (wall
formula), inducing an excitation of this single-particle degrees of freedom. The second comes from the exchange of
particle (window formula). Both effects, illustrated in figure (18), are called one-body dissipation in contrast to the
two-body dissipations induced by nucléon-nucléon collisions.

Resistance against
deformation

Resistance against
particles exchange

FIG. 18. Illustration of the different mechanisms leading to an effective reduction of the relative velocity. Left: the resistance
against deformation leading to the wall formula. Right: the exchange of particles through the neck area which gives the window
formula.

In a macroscopic picture of a stable nuclear system, the internal pressure is expected to compensate exactly the
surface tension. During the reaction, both nuclei are perturbed by the other inducing a modification of their shapes.
This modification is accompanied by a resistance of the internal degrees of freedom against deformation due to the
change of the internal pressure. Macroscopic theories offer the possibility to derive dissipation properties in the case
of large amplitude deformation in the limit where nucléons are treated classically and a sharp radius approximation
is assumed for the nuclear surface. Within the so-called one-body dissipation models, dissipation arises from the
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collisions of nucléons with the moving surface. This effect is depicted in left side of figure 18. The motion of the wall
gives rise to a force Fwaii between the nucléons and the wall. This coupling between collective and single-particles
degrees of freedom can be written as [22,23]:

r
Fwaii = I pvvj_ds

Js
(36)

which is known as the "wall formula". The quantity introduced in this equation represents respectively the nucléon
density p and average velocity v while v± is the velocity variation normal to the wall.

More has been noted in the earlier work of Block! et al [22], that a reduction of the relative velocity of the two
nucleus if nucléons are exchanged between them is expected. This leads to an additional force acting on the collective
coordinate (" window formula" )

F
1

window = (37)

where AS is the surface of the neck area (the window), while ur and ut are the radial and transverse velocity with
respect to the neck.

In practical applications, shapes are parametrized using few collective degrees of freedom (gi , . . . ,<?«) and both
equation (36) and (37) can be expressed in terms of the collective coordinates. For instance, the window formula can
be intimately connected to the mass and charge asymmetry parameters introduced previously. If thermal equilibrium
is assumed, the quantities entering in the forces (like v) can be expressed in terms of the nuclear temperature. Using
again the fluctuation/dissipation theorem, we obtain Langevin equation similar to (35). This coupling contributes also
to the transfer of energy from the collective to the non collective degrees of freedom and leads to internal excitation
[24]. The latter is assumed to be instantaneously transformed into incoherent thermal excitation of single-particle
degrees of freedom due to nucléon-nucléon collisions. This effect is of particular interest for the precise description of
the final compound nucleus probability formation as far as the excitation energy E* is concerned.

The influence of the dissipation can be directly observed experimentally. When the size of the compound nucleus
increases it is expected that nucléons exchange becomes essential and appear before passing the fusion barrier. Then,
an extra energy, the so-called extra-push energy, is required to pass the barrier compared to the deterministic picture
as observed experimentally.
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FIG. 19. Left: schematic illustration of the entrance channel mechanisms in terms of energy with stochastic path. The
picture indicates the extra energy necessary to overcome the fusion barrier as a function of the fissility parameter. Right:
deviation of the experimental barrier energy and the one obtained with the bass proximity model.

A schematic representation of the extra-push energy is displayed in left side of figure (19) while the experimental
observation is shown in the right side. A large body of experimental data has shown that this extra energy is
conveniently presented in terms of the fissility parameter x/ = Ec0ui/(2EsUrf) [25]. This parameter is defined as
the coulomb energy divided by twice the surface energy. It thus measures the probability of the system with respect
to fission. For x/ > 1, the system has no fission barrier while for x/ < 1 it has got one. For a given nucleus, the
liquid-drop approximation leads approximately to: Xf ~ ^-^- (see for instance [5]).
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F. Formation probability in the presence of dissipation

Besides the extra-push effect, macroscopic approaches offer the possibility to treat the dissipative mechanism when
several collective degrees of freedom are involved: relative distance, mass/charge asymmetry, deformation... This
has led, during the past ten years to the development of stochastic macroscopic approaches in multidimensional
space [21,26] to estimate the fusion/fission probability. We show in figure 20 an example of such calculation. In
such approach, an ensemble of stochastic trajectories are computed and the formation probability is statistically
reconstructed. These techniques have the advantages to account for most of the macroscopic aspects described in this
lecture and to give direct access to the available phase-space in terms of angular momentum and excitation energy
after the formation process. More, they seem to reproduce reasonably well experimental data even in the case of
super-heavy elements [27,28],

FIG. 20. Exemple of a stochastic path in a three dimensional collective space, taken from réf. [29], Three trajectories leading
to different mechanisms are presented: fusion (in the small cube), quasi-fission and fission. In most recent applications, neutron
emission during the dynamics can be accounted for.

G. Some open questions

Although macroscopic theories are essential in our understanding of fusion-fission reactions, different difficulties are
encountered. These difficulties are discussed in the present chapter and possible improvements are indicated.

1. Collective coordinates and the notion of dissipation

As we have already seen in the case of the nuclear potential, the extracted fusion barrier has a meaning only in a
selected collective phase-space. Similar arguments holds for the dissipation. An inherent arbitrariness of the selection
of few collective coordinates exists and one may worry on the possibility of missing important degrees of freedom.
In that case, the dynamics in the selected collective space is a poor approximation of the complete dynamics. This
will be interpreted as dissipation while an enlarged collective space would be required. The collective coordinates are
generally different in various macroscopic models. As a consequence, we observe important difference between models
(see figure 16 of réf. [21]).

Apart from the selection of specific degrees of freedom, we have mentioned two different ways to treat the coupling of
collective degrees of freedom with internal excitation. Both start from expression (32) but differ in the selected internal
degrees of freedom. Indeed, we have seen in section IIC that the coherent internal excitation affects significantly the
sub-barrier fusion rate. However, this effect is generally treated with coupled-channel methods which in practice
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neglect possible incoherent motion induced by thermal effects. Conversely, macroscopic models only consider the
coupling to incoherent excitation but are able to treat fusion at higher excitation. A unified picture where both
coherent and incoherent effects would be accounted is still missing. In the case of the formation of heavy or super-
heavy elements, thermal effects are important and fusion exists essentially in the sub-barrier regime [30-33].

S, Quantum versus thermal effects

We have seen in chapter I that low energy fusion reactions and, in particular, sub-barrier fusion can only be
understood by considering quantum tunneling in the collective phase-space. In this case, the use of classical trajectories
is not appropriate. The reproduction of experimental data by classical dynamics is only made possible by the
introduction of fluctuation which are thermal in nature. In quantum models, in addition to thermal fluctuations,
the quantum zero point motion makes possible to tunnel through the barrier even at zero temperature. This is a
limitation problem of classical approaches in the fusion barrier energy region. It is clear from the latter discussion that
part of the thermal effect mimics quantum features. However, one may worry about the notion of temperature itself
and the quantitative information extracted from the models. This problem is actually largely debated and different
solutions are proposed. When several degrees of freedom are considered, one of the most promising development
for future models is to treat the dynamical evolution using Feynman path integrals techniques [26]. Indeed, in that
case, one can take advantage of the recent developments initiated by the pioneering work of Caldeira-Leggett [34] on
quantum stochastic dynamics [19].

3. Thermalization?

Besides the problem of classical vs quantum treatment, an additional difficulty appears in the application of macro-
scopic models. Most of the models described previously assume a fast, almost instantaneous, thermalization of the
single-particle degrees of freedom. This makes possible to account for the mean properties of single-particle degrees
of freedom which are easily calculated in the case of thermal equilibrium. As illustrated in figure 21, no clear sepa-
ration of time-scales is expected between the formation of a compound nucleus and the thermalization. This means
that the assumption of instantaneous equilibration is not justified and one should treat normally the dynamics of
non-equilibrated systems. The proper treatment of such process requires to consider carefully the dynamics of the
internal degrees of freedom. The most recent approaches consist in relaxing the adiabatic hypothesis and using
macroscopic-microscopic models based on the two-center shell model and the non-adiabatic motion [35,64].

Contact
Di-nuclear phase Mono-nuclear phase / De-excitation

0 fin/c 100/200 ftn/c
Reaction time

10V105 ftn/c

FIG. 21. Range of the time-scales associated to different processes involved during the fusion-fission reactions. The initial
time is taken as the contact time of the two nuclei.
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4. Pré-equilibrium emission

Apart from the conversion of energy into internal excitation, emission of photon or particles in the first instant of
the reaction must be considered. Such an emission is expected to increase with the beam energy but may also be
of particular interest at lower energy in order to understand the cooling process of nuclei by means of non-thermal
emissions. An additional example will be given in the following section concerning exotic nuclei where the direct
break-up should be accounted for on the same foot as fusion.

This effect is almost never considered in macroscopic approaches. Only recently, possible fast emission have been
introduced (see figure 20). In addition, the backtracing method proposed in [37] and applied to recent experiments
on fusion-fission and quasi-fission, seems to indicate large pre-scission neutron emission during the collision [38,39].
This is of particular interest in order to include pre-equilibrium emission in theoretical descriptions. As we will also
see in the discussion on exotic nuclei, pre-equilibrium 7 emission may also give access to interesting information on
the relaxation phenomena.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGY OF FUSION REACTIONS WITH EXOTIC NUCLEI

With the advent of new radioactive facilities, large isospin asymmetry can be reached. The production of nuclei
under extreme conditions has led to a better understanding of the properties of exotic nuclei, in particular very
neutron rich species. Unexpected effects have been observed such as the existence of halo nuclei or the presence
of quasi-molecular states [40]. Besides the static properties, the case of halo nuclei or super-heavy elements have
demonstrated that a deep understanding of reaction mechanisms is required.
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FIG. 22. Difference between neutron and proton radii AR as a function of the difference between proton and neutron
separation energies (from [41]).

Away from the stability line, generic effects are expected concerning the static properties of nuclei. Recent ex-
perimental studies, in particular for light nuclei, have made possible to quantitatively precise the average trends of
single-particle properties of exotic nuclei. These properties are illustrated in figure 22 (taken from réf. [41]) and may
be summarized as follows. When the ratio N/Z increases with respect to the (N/Z}eq equilibrium value for a given
isotope (equilibrium meaning here the N/Z of the corresponding stable isotopes), the global symmetry existing in the
neutron-proton density is expected to disappear. First, the relation pn/pp = N/Z breaks down at the surface of the
nuclei. The effective surface radius of neutrons can no more be identified with the radius of the protons. In particular
neutrons skins and very extended systems like haloes appear. The quasi-symmetry observed in the proton-neutron
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separation energy disappears leading to weak neutron binding. This has an influence on the dynamics. Extensive the-
oretical [15] as well as experimental [42] works have been devoted to the understanding of isospin effects on the fusion
process. For light exotic nuclei, the very notion of a leptodermous system can not be used anymore (see discussion
in appendix B). Microscopic approaches are generally more convenient for their description. In the next section, we
summarized the new aspects that should be considered with radioactive beam and show that macroscopic theories
can still provide an elegant way to address these problems.

A. Geometric effect on fusion barrier at large N/Z

The discussion of section I C illustrates the importance of the geometry of the system on fusion. Eq. (13), adjusted
for stable nuclei shows that the barrier position RB is directly proportional to the size of the two partners while VB
is proportional to ZfZp (equation (14)). Increase the number of neutrons of one of the partners leads to an increase
of RB while the product Z?Zp remains constant. This effect, linked to the onset of the nuclear interaction at larger
relative distance is thus expected to decrease the fusion barrier VB-
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FIG. 23. Comparison between calculated and experimental dependence of the fusion barrier position (top) and height (bot-
tom) on the neutron excess. ARs and AVs corresponds to the variation of position and height with respect to the collision
of stable isotopes and is presented as a function (N/Z)rat- Left : the open squares corresponds to reactions between different
calcium or nickel spherical isotopes calculated in réf. [43]. The line is the result of a linear fit given by Eq. 38. We also
superimposed the experimental results (filled circles) obtained for the reactions between calcium nuclei in reference [44,45] and
from réf. [46] for nickel nuclei where the barrier are scaled by a factor 1.037 are prescripted in réf. [11]. Right : the same calcu-
lated barrier variation is presented and compared to experimental data of réf. [7] where not only spherical but also deformed
nuclei are considered. In that case, large fluctations are observed. A linear fit (dashed line) of the experimental values show
that the isospin effects are in average increased in deformed nuclei giving A-Ra = 0.305 ((7V/Z) t — l) and AVe = —0.204
((N/Z)rat-l).

While no experimental systematic analysis exists on fusion with exotic nuclei, the variation of the barrier properties
as a function of the neutron excess has only been investigated theoretically in réf. [43]. Different reaction between
spherical calcium and nickel nuclei isotopes have been studied. The expected increase of the barrier position and
decrease of the height is predicted to follow the simple linear fit :

A.RB = 0.1954 ((N/Z)rai - 1)

AVB = -0.1340 ((N/Z)rat - 1)
(38)

In this expression, A.Rg and AVjg corresponds the variation of the barrier properties with respect to the reaction
corresponding to stable isotopes, while (N/Z)rat is the ratio of the N/Z of the compound nucleus of the considered
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system divided by the N/Z of the reference system. The result of the calculation in [43] is displayed in figure 23 [open
squares]. In the left side of the figure, the calculation is compared to the experimental results deduced from collision
between spherical nuclei. In the right side, the whole experimental systematic of réf. [7], including not only spherical
but also deformed nuclei is considered. When only spherical nuclei are selected, both calculated and experimental
data follow a comparable smooth trend in agreement with eq. (38).

For deformed nuclei, we expect that the fusion barrier is modified compared to the spherical case. The increase
with (N/Z}rat is in average still present but large fluctuation around the average trend is observed indicating that
isospin degrees of freedom could not be disconnected from other important collective degrees of freedom. This gives
rise to much more complex behavior.

B. Isospin effects on reaction mechanisms

o
• »—<
4_»
O

COtil ase

-Polarisation

- Deformation
- N/Z Equilibration

N

Compound nucleus

- Possible enhanced
excitation of isovector
channels

FIG. 24. Different mechanisms expected to play a significant role in the case of collisions involving exotic nuclei. The effect
are presented as a function of the reaction time.

The increased asymmetry in proton-neutron is also predicted to affect the nuclear dynamics. In figure 24, we present
selected physical effects that are expected to be enhanced if one of the two nuclei is very neutron rich. According to
the reaction time, we can distinguish :

• Polarization in the entrance channel : Due to the extreme neutron richness of the nuclei, its resistance
against neutron-proton center of mass displacement (dipole excitation) is expected to be reduced. This effects
may be of particular interest since it has been proposed as a mechanism to increase the sub-barrier fusion
cross-section [47].

• Charge equilibration process : as mentionned in section IIIB, charge equilibration process appears as a very
fast process associated to the chemical potential equilibration. The access to unusual large differences between
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neutron and proton chemical potentials of the two partners may increase the influence of charge exchange on
fusion and/or transfer reactions.

• Isovector excitation of the composite nucleus : with exotic nuclei, very different N/Z ratios between
the two partners are possible. This asymmetry induces an increase of isovector channels during the formation
process. The dynamics of the compound nucleus formation requires a deep understanding of the survival of
isovector excitations after contact.

The description of physical effects shown in figure 24, requires the introduction of collective coordinates that
explicitly breaks the proton/neutron symmetry. In the previous sections, we have seen that few degrees of freedom
are selected for the description of nuclear macroscopic dynamics. However, these collective degrees of freedom do
not distinguish explicitely proton from neutron. For instance, the neutron/proton center of mass relative distances
of one of the nucleus (the dipole moment) with respect to the neutron/proton center of mass of the others should be
introduced.

C. Dipole moment for stable and exotic nuclei from a macroscopic point of view

Let Rcm be the center of mass of the system, the dipole operator reads D = ^Zp(fp — Rcm)- For agiven configuration,
it can be connected to the center of mass between the protons and the neutrons as

ZN (39)

Its conjugate variable is Ppn = ̂  -£ - ^M where Pp and Pn are respectively the protons and neutrons center of

mass momentum. Dipole excitations have been extensively studied throughout the nuclear chart [48]. They require
models that explicely account for structure effects [49]. In the small amplitude limit, macroscopic models are used
in order to focus on the gross features of the process. In that case, the dynamics is driven by the classical harmonic
Hamiltonian

(40)

where pinp = ^-.m (with m the nucléon mass), while KD measures the resistance against proton-neutron center
of mass displacement. The explicit link with macroscopic theories is achieved by considering an energy-functional
equivalent of the asymmetry term of equation (B3) [50,51]:

„ f~\\2
]^r (41)

Po

where pQ is the saturation density. Using the Steinwedel-Jensen model, in which all neutrons are assumed to move
against all protons, the minimization of the coulomb and asymmetry energy gives the following prescription for the
dipole energy [50]:

i / C f c 2 ~

(42)

Using (r2) = 3/5 (l^A1/3) fm and the value of aa given in appendix B leads to hw^ ~ &2/A1/3. This estimation
is very close to the experimental value hwo ~ 78/A1/3. Other more elaborated models have been proposed for the
description of dipole motion in terms of a simple density displacement [48]. More generally, for a given parametrization
of the shape and a specific effective interaction, the dipole energy in terms of macroscopic quantities [52] as well as
its dependence with deformations can be derived [53].

For very exotic nuclei, apart from the standard dipole excitation, a new type of neutron/proton oscillations may
occur at lower energy (the so-called pygmy resonance). In this case, besides the standard picture where all neutrons
are expected to move out-of-phase with all protons, due to the low binding of last neutrons, the possible oscillation
of part of the neutrons out-of-phase with a core of neutron and proton has been investigated. This effect might be
enhanced in the case of halo nuclei [54] .leading to the so-called " soft dipole" resonance.
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From a macroscopic point of view, the description of a core + neutron oscillation can be done by separating the
density as p = pCOre + Pn where pcore represents the core density formed of Z protons and Nc neutrons while the
N — Nc remaining neutrons are described by pn. Using the Steinwedel- Jensen model, authors of réf. [55] have obtained
the relation between HWD and

Z (N - Nc)
(43)

If we note FD — —Ko-D, the force associated to dipole motion (and Flgw the same quantity for the pygmy resonance),
the following relation is obtained:

= 1 Nc

N
(44)

According to this picture, the resistance of the neutrons displacement with respect to the core may be much less than
in the usual dipole modes. For the one-neutron halo of HBe, F$W/FD = 0.02 while for the 6He Flgw/FD = 0.25. In
the next section, we illustrate how this coherent motion may influence the fusion dynamics.

D. Effect of low energy isovector mode on fusion

During the initial stage of the collision, due to coulomb effect, the inter-proton distance of the two nuclei is expected
to be larger than the inter-neutron distance. In stable nuclei, the resistance against the center of mass dissociation of
proton and neutron is large and no strong effect is expected. Pygmy resonances in exotic nuclei can lead to a smaller
resistance against part of the neutrons. This situation is illustrated in figure 25.

proton

soft

PIG. 25. Schematic representation of the resistance against proton-neutron center of mass displacement in one of the nucleus,
during the reaction. The potential felt by the dipole motion in stable (dashed line) and exotic (solid line) nuclei is represented
by the parabola. Its connection to the relative motion is also illustrated.

In order to treat this effect on fusion barrier, the collective space must be enlarged to include the dipole moment
and its interaction with other degrees of freedom. If the relative distance of the two nuclei is only considered, we have

H = Hrel (r) + HD (D) + Vcoup (r, D) (45)

where Hrei is the part of the Hamiltonian describing the relative coordinate, HD is the dipole hamiltonian of the
core+neutron (equation (40)). Vcoup (r, D} represents the coupling between the two collective coordinates. Note that
equation (45) is nothing but an example of the more general class of hamiltonian (32) where the single intrinsic motion
is included through HD and Vcoup. The explicit form of the coupling between r and the intrinsic state arrises from a
combination of the coulomb force which acts only on the core proton and from the surface-surface interaction between
the target and the projectile. A simplified expression of this force can be found in [47] . In this case, an increase of
the sub-barrier transmission coefficient displayed in figure 26 is predicted.
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PIG. 26. Calculated increase of sub-barrier transmission due to the influence of the low energy dipole excitation in exotic
nuclei (from réf. [47]) for two different coupling strength between the relative distance and the low energy dipole mode. The
initial barrier height is indicated by the arrow.

In this framework, a global enhancement of the fusion probability in the sub-barrier regime has been predicted.
The possibility to observe such enhancement is discussed in many theoretical investigations (see [15,56,57]).

1.6 1.8

PIG. 27. Experimental fusion cross-section obtained for reactions between light exotic nuclei and uranium or bismuth nuclei
(open circle) (adapted from réf. [58]). In all cases, the corresponding reaction involving the stable nucleus is also displayed with
filled circles.

The experimental situation is summarized in figure 27 (from réf. [58]). In this figure, an enhancement is indeed
observed for reactions with 6He nuclei as compared to the same reaction with 4He. However, no differences exist for
the nBe case as compared to the 9Be. More generally, several recent experimental observations using radioactive
beam seem to indicate that an increase of the sub-barrier fusion probability is observed in the case of light exotic nuclei
[59,42]. However, a deeper understanding of the other competing channels during the first instant of the reaction
is required. In particular, there are extensive discussions on the influence of break-up channels. These latter are
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increased for exotic nuclei and are present before or during the capture. For instance, the "last" neutron of the 11Be
is bound by only 500 keV and may be easily emitted. The simple harmonic picture of the soft dipole as well as its
coupling to the relative motion (45) does not take into account this effect. In order to improve these models, one
should include the possible coupling to the continuum (see the discussion in [57]).

E. Dipole moment for di-nuclear systems and pre-equilibrium emission

Besides the possible increase in the dipole excitation of one of the partners, one can also investigate the large
N/Z effect on the isovector dynamics during the reaction [60-62]. For instance, in the di-nuclear context, the dipole
moment splits into the intrinsic dipole moment of the target and projectile (respectively D^ and D!P') and the
component associated to the configuration reads

D = D + D + - • r (46)
A \ZT &P )

where r is the relative distance and fj, is the reduced mass of the system. Note that the second part of the equation
is often used to study the possible occurrence of quasi- molecular dipole radiation in nuclei [63]. Equivalently, if p is
the relative momentum, we have:

p _ p[T] , p[P]
^Pn ~ fvn + fpn

In previous sections, we only investigated the large enhancement of the intrinsic projectile dipole D^ through the
occurrence of the soft-dipole resonance. This leads generally to rather small values of intrinsic excitation compared
with the second part of equation (46) and is often neglected at the contact point thus giving [62]:

A

leading to a very large initial dipole moment. We thus see that the dipole moment is intimately connected with the
N/Z equilibration process.

1. N/Z equilibration and charge transfer

In section IIIB, the exchange of nucléons has been discussed having in mind the case of reaction between stable
nuclei. For instance, figure 14 presents the driving potential for nuclei exchange for nucleus belonging the stability
line (with Z = Z,,q = 0.5 (l — 0.006 A2/3)). In that case, we assumed that the Z reorganizes instantaneously to adjust
to its equilibrium value Zeq. When radioactive beams are used, the initial condition is expected to largely differ from
Zeq and one should enlarge the collective space to account not only the mass asymmetry 77.4 but also possible specific
dynamical effect related to the charge dynamics. This has been sometimes done by considering the charge asymmetry
riz = (Zr ~ Zp] I (Zr + ZP) [64].

More generally, the charge dynamics can be taken into account by introducing an additional collective degrees of
freedom leading to a generalization of figure (14) [65]. In fig. 28, we show the charge and mass driving potential in
the two dimensional plane (77,4, AZ) where AZ = (Z - Zeq) /Zeq. For convenience, the considered Z is the charge of
the largest fragment. With this convention, we can obtain simply (14) from (28) by considering the plane AZ = 0.
Focusing on the left side of figure (28) and considering the case TJA = cte, we see that the potential drives the charge
towards its equilibrium value but we may expect a more complicated behavior (path (!/))• than in the case of stable
system where we stay along the line AZ = 0 (path (I)). On the right part, the case of quasi-fission in competition
with fusion is also represented. As mentioned previously the path in the two dimensional plane is intimately connected
to the dipole motion during the reaction. This latter has been extensively investigated using microscopic theories
[61,62]. These studies do not indicate a fast damping of the dipole motion but rather a complex isovector dynamics.
In particular, the dipole motion is largely influenced by other degrees of freedom like deformation and should be
introduced in a larger multidimensional analysis (see figure 29). Recent macroscopic calculations often disregard
the possible charge equilibration effect, in particular due to the numerical difficulties encountered by enlarging the
collective phase-space. At variance, microscopic theories such as mean-field theories include this effects but the
complete understanding of the isovector dynamics is scarce due to both the non-adiabaticity of the mean-field and
the mixing with other effects. However, as we will see in the next section, the exploration of very exotic systems may
be of particular interest for the understanding of compound nucleus formation.
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FIG. 28. Generalization of the exchange of particle driving potential including the possible departure from the stability line
through the collective variable AZ = (Z — Zfq) /Zeg. Left : the formation of 40Ca when only fusion is present. The arrow
labelled (/) corresponds to reactions with stable nuclei while (//) is a schematic representation for the dynamics of unstable
nuclei. Right: driving potential leading to the formation of 208Pb. In this case, both quasi-fission and fusion are present.
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FIG. 29. Top : Exemple of the dipole oscillation obetained in mean-field evolution of a 40S nucleus. Bottom: Exemple of

the di-nuclear dipole oscillation during the reaction of two oxygen nuclei (after the contact) and leading to a 40S compound
nucleus. The dipole oscillation of the reaction differs from the one in the compound nucleus. This can be assigned both to the
large quadrupole deformation and to the coupling with the octupole vibration.

2. On the experimental observation of isospin effects

Due to the strong curvature of the potential around AZ = 0, we expect large variations of D during the first instant
of the compound nucleus formation. This variation may be of great interest from an experimental point of view, due
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to the expected photon emission associated to dipole radiation. The rate of photons emitted can indeed be related to
the evolution of D through the formula [66]:

ftp 9 ,=.2 2

D (£7) (49)

where D (JS7) is the fourier transform of the second derivative of D. This process can be studied along the path
from the non-equilibrated initial quasi-molecules to the equilibrated system. This may give additional information on
the collective path towards fusion. Such an information is only accessible with high resolution experiments able to
distinguish between pre- and post-equilibrium emissions. Several experiments [67-69] have already reported a global
enhancement of the preequilibrium 7 emission with radioactive beams. The study of promptly emitted photons can
be an elegant way to access dynamical properties leading to the formation of a compound nuclear state. However, the
additional isospin degrees of freedom introduces further complexity and its connection with the complete collective
phase-space is far from being clear.

V. SOME CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Starting with a simple two-partner collision picture able to account for the gross features of fusion reactions, these
lectures have finally shown that we should understand the dynamics of (i) large amplitude collective motion in (ii)
non-equilibrated and (iii) open system. During the past decades, many advances have been made both in macroscopic
and microscopic theories. Microscopic theories, like time dependent mean-field [49], which account for the quantum
nature of nucléons and treat the complete set of one-body degrees of freedom, include a-priori these different aspects.
They remain however still littely used, certainly because the path to equilibrium is not yet under control in microscopic
models due to the absence of equilibration process. The second reason comes from the fact that they do not offer a
simple way to access a specific process by melting different effects.

In these lectures, introducing the notion of relevant collective phase-space, we have seen how macroscopic approaches
considerably simplify the description of the dynamics. It is however clear that many open questions remain regarding
the physics of nuclear collisions. For instance, the notion of thermalization has not yet found a proper answer. The
understanding of reactions with or leading to very exotic nuclei seems difficult without introducing proper decay
channels like nucléons break-up. Both thermalization and break-up processes claim in favor of the reintroduction
of the nucleonic degrees of freedom. This has led recently to the development of macroscopic-microscopic theories
[35,64]. Although more fundamental questions related to the selection of few degrees of freedom or the microscopic
thermalization process remain, they combine the advantages of both microscopic and macroscopic theories and offer
the possibility to improve our understanding of nuclear dynamics.

Appendices
The description of nuclear systems requires the development of microscopic theories able to account for the behavior

of fermions in strong interactions. This has led to the introduction of a number of many-body theories which, starting
from a microscopic interaction and solving the many-body Hamiltonian in some approximations, try to account for
the fine properties of nuclear quantum systems. However, it appears for medium and heavy nuclei that the properties
of nuclei tends to vary smoothly along the nuclear chart and only small fluctuations from one system to another are
present. While the aim of microscopic theories is to account for all these fluctuations, macroscopic theories overcomes
many of the difficulties of microscopic framework, by focusing only on the smooth and global behavior of nuclei. In
this appendix, starting from the many-body equation, we illustrate how macroscopic theories may be understood as a
semi-classical theory which could be obtained by minimization of the energy onto a selected ensemble of single-particle
degrees of freedom.

APPENDIX A: FROM MANY-BODY PHYSICS TO MACROSCOPIC THEORIES: A GUIDELINE

a. Exact Schro'dinger problem

Assuming a many-body hamiltonian H,
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where two-body interactions are only considered. The exact solution of the problem is found by minimizing the energy
on the phase-space of the many-body wave-function |<P). This leads to the variational principle :

6{V\H-E\y)=Q (A2)

with respect to a complete set of degrees of freedom (of one-, two-,..., many-body type). This equation is strictly
equivalent to the static Schrôdinger equation. However, the exact solution of this problem is only accessible in few
simple cases and generally approximate solutions are used.

6. Mean-field theory

Assuming that nucléons may be regarded as an ensemble of independent particles interacting only through a mean-
field, we obtain the usual mean-field theories (Hartree-Fock): then, the minimisation of equation (A2) is restricted
to a Slater-Determinant wave-function |$) = *4(|y>i) , . . . , \fA)}- In that case, all the information on the system is
contained in the one-body density operator p = £^ \<fi} (<fi • Projecting this equation in r-space, allows to write the
energy in terms of an energy functional :

EH F = ! I £ (P (r, r')) d*rd3r' (A3)

The ground state properties of the system in the Hartree-Fock theory is obtained by the minimization of EHF with
respect to the variation of p (r, r'). This is equivalent to minimize the energy on the complete set of one-body degrees
of freedom. This leads to the self-consistent equation for the Hartree-Fock single particle states : h [p] \<pi} = e, \<pi)
where h [p] is the usual mean-field hamiltonian depending on the effective interaction used and can be written as :

M/>] = J^+rr2(/>V12). (A4)

Where the notation Tr-z (.) corresponds to a partial trace on the second particle. In order to express the energy in
terms of the density only one should further use the semi-classical version of the Hartree-Fock theory.

c. Thomas-Fermi approximation

Using the Wigner transform [49], we end with the usual Thomas- Fermi approximation for nuclei where the infor-
mation one the system is contained in the Thomas- Fermi distribution, noted /T(r,p) (with r = n (neutron) or r = p
(protons)). In the zero temperature limit, this distribution reduces to

/ r ( r ,p)=©(Mr,p)-Mr) (A5)

where © (x) is the step function (0 (a:) = 1 if x < 0, © (x) = 0 elsewhere) and where HT is the chemical potential of a
given species. The chemical potentials are adjusted to fulfill the normalization conditions

N = fd?rfd?p.fn(r,p)^fo and Z = /^r/dWP(r,p)^ (A6)

where the factor g = 2 is the spin degeneracy. The energy entering in (A5) is nothing but the semi-classical equivalent
to the mean-field hamiltonian h (p) :

2

Mr,p) = £- + C7T(r,p) . (A7)2m

where UT(r, p) is the one-body potential which is self-consistently determined from the two-body interaction :

t/ r(r,p)= fd3r fd3pV(\r-v' , |p - p'|)/T(r,p)— ?_ (AS)
J J (zTrn.)

Note that although most of the effective interaction neglects the momentum dependence of the force, this dependence
is sometimes included [70].
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The local density in r-space (or p-space) can be obtained by integrating fr over p (respectively over r) . This leads
to

Pr (r) = J fp.Urrf = ̂ - (pRr))3
 (A9)

where we have introduced the local fermi momentum pp(r] defined as hT (r, pj.) — fj,r = 0. Within the Thomas-Fermi
theory, the energy writes:

ETI< - > / d*r I d6v — 4- -77 (Y nï f (V oï - / / fYefo (VÏ 4- n (T\\ ( A i m•° ~~ / ., I a I I « P I 0 Ï- o^n,p(J ,Pj I 7n,p I"iPj 3 — / « '6 I^Pn. l rj T Pn. ^ r j j VAi";
n,p ^ ^ \ •*•''& ^ / (Zirn) J

The energy functional £ is decomposed in terms of the kinetic part ekm (r) = | -j^ (S?!"2) [ pn (r) + pp (r) j and a

potential part depending on the interaction. We thus see, that the information is contained in the local neutron/proton
densities. This implies that the properties of the system is obtained by minimizing the energy with respects to the
components of pn(r) and pp(r).

d. From semi-classical theories to semi-empirical macroscopic theories

One can further restrict semi-classical theories by minimizing the energy with respect to a certain class of density
shape. This is mainly what is done in the derivation of the Liquid-Drop approximation assuming that the nucleus is
a sphere of constant density (see next section). In that case, the density reads

p(r) = po0 (r — RQ) (All)

with pn (r) = -j[p(r) and pp (r) = ^p(r). In order to find the ground state energy of the system, one should minimize
the energy with respect to RQ (since p$ and RQ are linked through the relation po = Aj (47r/3J?o)).

This example illustrates the fact that macroscopic theories derived from Thomas-Fermi approximation may be
understood as a local minima in a specific reduced phase-space of density profile in a independent particle framework
[71]. Indeed, the basic idea of macroscopic approaches is to reduce the initial complex problem to a simplest one where
only few degrees of freedom are considered (for instance the nuclear radius in the latter case) and to give a simple
(analytical) expression for the energy in terms of this quantities. Let us assume that the density can be expressed in
terms of few collective variables p(g i , . . . ,gn,r) assumed to contain the most important information on the system.
The associated macroscopic energy of the system is obtained by minimizing the Energy functional with respect to the
variables (qi,...,qn] '•

. . . , ç n , r ) ) = 0 (A12)

Most of the macroscopic theories are derived using technics in the context of of " leptodermous" systems (having
a thin skin). This concept has been introduced for saturating systems having an almost constant density in their
interior and a small surface thickness.

p(r)=poQ(r-R(qi,...,qn)) (A13)

For a general review, we refer to [17].

APPENDIX B: LIQUID-DROP APPROXIMATION FOR STATIC PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI

1. Generalities

Due to the fermionic nature of nucléons and the peculiarity of the nuclear force, nuclear system may be succesfully
approximated as an incompressible fluid of particles at almost constant density po = 0.16 fm3. The first evidence of
this behavior is the saturation of the binding-energy when the mass of the nucleus increases BE(A, Z)/A ~ 8 MeV/A
and the evolution of the root-mean square radius \/{r2} cc /I1/3. Bethe and Weizsacker use these properties to give a
general form of the Binding energy. Under the assumption that the nucleus has a sharp surface, it can be considered
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as a sphere of constant density and equivalent radius RQ = 1/5/3 (r2) and the neutron/proton density behave like
Pn/Pp — N/Z. The nuclear binding energy may be written as, the so-called semi-empirical Bethe-Weizsacker formula
[72,73]:

Z2

BE(A, Z) = M (A, Z) - ZMZ + NMN = -avA + a3A
2/3 + ac (Bl)

where the first dominant term, represents the volume contribution of the nuclear interaction while the second and
third term represents respectively the surface and coulomb effect. If in addition, the Fermionic nature of nucléons
and the residual two-body interaction is accounted, we end with the usual liquid-drop approximation for nuclei with
the assymetry and pairing term

BE(A, Z) = -o! (1 - KVI2) A + a2(l- KJ2) A2/3 + acJ + JL (B2)

where we have introduced the isospin parameters / = (N — Z) /A . This expression is sometimes further simplified
leading to the usual expression

BE(A, Z) = -avA + asA
2/3 + ac- + aa + - (B3)

Typical values of the different parameter are given in table B4.

av ~ 15.67 MeV/c2 volume term
as = 17.23 MeV/c2 surface term
ac = 0.714 MeV/(? Coulomb
aa = 23.28 MeV/c2 asymetry term (B4)

' —11.2 MeV/c (even-even nuclei)

,+11.2 MeVjc (odd-odd nuclei)
ô = ^ 0 MeV/c (odd-even nuclei) Pairing effects

The pionering work of Bethe and Weizsàcker has guided the development of the semi-empirical formula. Extensions of
the Bethe-Weizsàcker formula use generally the scenario depicted in previous appendix where semi-classical technics
have been used. This has made possible to consider the description of potential energy in terms of few global quantities
related to the shape of the-nucleus.

2. Isospin effects on macroscopic properties

a. Semi-empirical mass formula at large isospin and extension

The isospin part present in the equation (B2) results in the development of the semi-classical approximation for
leptodermous system as a lowest order expansion in the isospin parameter / = (N — Z) /A. The natural way to
account for large / is to include higher order in the expansion. By taking in addition higher order terms in A1/3

and I2, Myers and Swiatecki have given an explicit extended liquid-drop semi-empirical mass formula: the so-called
Droplet Model [70] [74]. From a physical point of view, the inclusion of higher order terms relaxes the assumption on
incompressibility and removes the condition that neutrons and protons have a common surface. Such approaches are
of particular interest as far as large dissymetry in / is concerned and in particular in neutron skins. Further extensions
and discussions may be found in réf. [75].

b. Nuclear radius

A convenient paremetrisation of the isospin effects on the charge radius is given by the following prescription [76] :

= 1.240^/3 l + - 0.191 /m (B5)

for Z < 38 while
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= 1.256,/i1/3 II - 0.202 *L-J!L fm (B6)

is retained elsewhere. The quantity .RQ is the equivalent sharp radius of the charge density which has been fitted along
the nuclear data table for medium and heavy nuclei. Less experimental data exists concerning the equivalent neutron
radius. Using microscopic models, it was found that the neutron radius can be linked to the proton radius [77]:

c. Pairing correlations and isospin

Besides the nuclear extension, pairing correlation seems to vary from stable to unstable nuclei. Extensive work
have been devoted to this topic and in particular to the isospin dependence of pairing. From an experimental point
of view, it is observed that the pairing effect is weaker at large isospin. Indeed, by a fitting procedure on medium and
heavy nuclei, the authors of réf. [78] have concluded that the pairing energy A parametrised by the formula

A = {7.2~UxI2} /A1/3MeV (B8)

gives a better approximation of the pairing contribution as compared to the expression A = 6 /A1/2. The expression
(B8), which has been fitted for rather small values of I has the clear desadvantage to exhibit unphysical negative
values for large /. This ambiguity has been removed in réf. [79,80]. Indeed, using a schematic model for the shell
structure, it has been deduced that the neutron (or proton) pairing energy is conveniently written as:

I-tl2) (B9)

which appears as a generalisation of the formula (B8) (with s = 0 and / — > 0). It should be however noted that more
recently, pairing effects have been revisited using microscopic calculations (see for instance réf. [81,82]). In particular,
here is a debate on the definition of pairing effects and on the possibility to mix accidentally additional contributions
to the pairing energy in the procedure used in réf. [78-80]. It would be desirable to reexamine pairing effects in
macroscopic theory taking into account this ambiguity.

d. Macroscopic aspects of light nuclei ?

Experimental data on light and very light nuclei (A < 16) indicates that properties like separation energies, radius,...
tends to vary rather smoothly with neutron or proton numbers [41]. For light nuclei the range of variation of J is much
larger than for medium and heavy nuclei. An understanding of light nuclei in macroscopic approaches, motivated
by the smooth behavior, would be desirable. Macroscopic models are actually limited to A > 16. Concerning
the binding energy or separation energy, parameters of semi-empirical formula (B3) can be fitted to reproduce well
the experimental values [40]. Recently, a modified version of the semi-empirical formula has been able to rather
well reproduce the energetic properties of nuclei starting from Z = 3 [83]. One should however note that formula
(B3), has been derived in the context of leptodermous systems while very light nuclei are more " holodermous" (only
skin) entities. A consistent reproduction of both extension and energy in the low mass region certainly breaks the
assumption of a sharp radius and would certainly require the development of macroscopic theories that do not involve
the sharp radius approximation.
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